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/OONUITIONS Ai-VEOTIHG I'HE RATED PERd'ORMANCE OF WATTMETERS;
Prefaod
.
The matter of choosing a GUb^iect for a thesis is a
problem v/hich is a troublesome one for the senior electrical
student for the reason that there is such a wide field from
which to select
.
Having had no experience he does not al-
ways icnov; in what one he is most inoerested. After having
looked over a number of subjects I finally chose the one of
Wattmeter Investigations.
The number of meters furnished prevented any exhaustive
series of tests being made and so one or tv;o points only coulc]
be taken up. German scientists have studied the effect of
leading phase displacement on integrating wattmeters, but lit-
tle if anything has been dene along that line in this country.
i''or this reason it v;as made the essential feature of this
thesis
.
The method of producing a leading phase displacement was
a problem in itself. Electrostatic condensers were tried but
v;ere of insufficient capacity and not easily adjustable
.
Rotary
converters were also tried but the readings varied to much
to be of any scientific or practical value. The ingenious
device finally used was due to Prof. :/ . H. Browne. It is
interesting to note'^that almost this same method was brought
out by investigators in the "Reiohsanstalt , " tv/o or tliree

months after it had been in use here.
Mr. ?/ . i'' . Schul%
,
5.?!.^ a graduate student in the Elec-
trical .Engineering Deportment, cooperated in the study of
wattmeters as a part of his regular graduate v/orl:
.
Mr. S. F. Braclcen tooK the photographs of the v/ave forms
of the transformers
.
The results of these tests of alternating current ?/attraet-
ers nov; on the marlcet shov/:-
(1) That no tv;o of thera T;ill register ali}:e .
(2) i''airly satisfactory operation v;as obtained on non in-
ductive loads
.
(S) 'i'hey do not register as accurately v/ith leading as
v;ith lagging currents
.
(4) One or tv/o of the wattmeters tested however regis-
tered equally well on either leading or lagging currents,
within certain ranges.
(5) Slight changes in voltage does not affect the
registration
.

///
OONUI'i'lONS Ai^VEai'ING 'x'lIE RAl'ED Pl!;Ri''ORi^ANJFl Oi'" 'WATTMETERS.
Oiit-line Followed in the Stvc'y of T/attiaaters .
1 , Developmert of Sngrsrv Meters .
1 Electric power neasurementn ,in general: 13.0. rnr' A.C.circnitn .
2.- Historical development, early and late types of energy-
meters
.
II . - Theory anri l^inciples
.
1 General principles underlying v/att or energy raeasure-
iiients: (a) Direct current: (b) Alternating current
,
simple
and polyphase
.
2. - Pi'inciples of certain types of meters as: (a) indicating:
(d) integrating: etc.
3. - ^rrors and precision of electric power measurements.
4. - Principles of compensation of v*'attmeter3 ,etc
.
III . - Cla s sification of instruments .
1 Genera],: (a) indicating; (b) integrating: (c j electro-
static: (d) recording.
2. - Integrating v/attueters : ^a) Electrclvtic meters: (b) cloc"-:
meters: (c) motor meters: (c') coiTLautator and (c'') inducti::n
tvpe
.
IV Elements of design
.
1. - Allov;ances, for shunt coil loss, series coil drop, etc.
^ Constants, coefficients
,
general and special for given
types
. g
3.- Electrical details, :?ircuits, windings , etc
.
4 . - Magnetic details and circuits
.
5. - Mechanical and striictural details ,Y/3ights , dust proofing, etc
.
6. - Compensaticn , methods ar''^ cievices.
V. - Construction of Instruments.
1 Electrical details: series and shunt coils -.connections
,
insulation," etc.
2. - Magnetic details: soft laminated iron cores and perma-
nent steel magnets; use and K:ind of iron in series an^ shunt
circuits.
3. - Mechanical details and accessoi'ios ,registering and record-
ing devices
,
etc
.
•
4. - Regulating devices ,damping arrangements, etc.
5 .- Examples ard description of various types of meters
.
VI
. Inspection . - See Schedule 0.2 of the
Manual
.
1. - Mechanical, electrical and magnetic inspection of instru-
ments
.
2.- Value of protective devices ,du.st-proofing
, etc.
3. - Satisfactory location and installation , free from mois-
ture ,vibrations
,
etc.
4. - Care and attention instrument receives ,cleanliness , etc
.
VII .- Operation and Behavior of Meters
.
1. - General behavior of me'ter ,ncrmaY operating conditions.
2. - ijlinotional working, reversibility , etc
.

11/
3. - l^ent operating Gonditicn3 xcr oncuring rated p-3rforrnance
in given circuits; conditions for accurate operation under load
of var/ing pov/er factor; practical rnethods of necuring these
conditions
.
4. - x-'aulty v/oriQ.ng: (a) frorn dirt , dust , etc . (o) from ::iechani-
cal vibrations; (c) crer3ping and its prevention.
5. - Instrucitions for use of y.'attmeters ,see Schedules .GJ^
and .63 Manual
.
YJj'\ ,^ rerforniance and Te sting of Meters
.
1 .- Principles, precauiions and methods of testing aeters .
2. - Apparatus anr" instrui.aents used ,v;iring connections , etc .
3. - Calibration of meters, see Schedule .50 , Manual
.
4 Reduction of observations , errors , etc ., see Schedule 0.55
Manual
.
5.- Losses, determination and separation of.
G Effect of variables on perfor^nance losses r^nd accuracy:
(a) voltage , load ; lagging,non-induc tive , leading.; intsr;tiittent
and variable; small loads, "stopping" leads ;(e) temperature
and temperature coefficients; ff) v/ave form.
7.- Magnetic detenriinations .lealcage , stray fields, etc.
IX.- Applications of T,'att:.ieters .
Use of integrating tvpes , lighting,power an^ raiiv/ay wor}:.
Syllabus
.
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CONDITIONS Ali'i<'5]0TING THE RATED PEFi''ORMANaE Oi' 'J/ATTMSTERS .
Chapter I
.
Historical Development
.
Art . 1 . The fir'5t electric lights introduced were
installed on the contract system . Central Station aana-
gers soon realized that the electric current would have to be
sold in some commercially economic manner; that is by meter.
Mr. S. Gardiner, Jr. of New YorK v;as the first per-
son to patent an electric meter for commercial use^ His
meter v/as really as instrument for timing the operation of
any electrical device, by the electromagnetic release of a
simple cloclc movement
.
Art. 2, The chemical meter+ represents the earliest
successful type. For direct current i:.se it is doubtful if
any meter yet designed would more correctly sum up the pass-
ing current, when properDy handled. Its weak point was in
failing to give a dial indication.
Many attempts, more or less successful, have been made
to actuate a train of gears by the electric-deposition of an
electrolytic bath. The general method of doing this was to
+ The Edison Chemical Meter. Jen'Ks . Amer . Inst. Elec
.
Engrs
. vol . 6
,
pg. 26 .
^ Recording Meters. C .D . HarKins . Aiaer.Inst. Elec.
Engrs. vol. 8, Pg. 351.

1place two electrodas at tha opposite ends ol" a scale beam.
Thin beam vms corinected mechanically to a pole chargar . There
wi31 be a deposit from one electrode onto tlie other until the
second electrode becomes heavier, v/hen the beam tipn and the
recording device is set one notch ahead. The next device
used to make a chemical laeter recording was to suspend the
cathods plate from a delicate spring balance, which was only
an approximate mt3thod.
Art. ?>
. Thermo-meters followed the various types of
chemical raeters . A typical ona of this clas^, somewhat
meritorious, was the i^'orbes meter. A rheostat, dependent
for its heat upn the amount of current flov/ing, is so arranged
as to heat a body of air. The air at once begins to circulate,
due to the ccnstnictlon of the receptacle . A delicate screv;
propeller v;as suspended over the column of circulating air,
the speed depending directly on tha volume of circulation.
Art. 4. The clock or pendulum meter represents another
type which v/as brought out after the chemical meter. This
form is used in Europe at the present time, the Aron meter
being one frequently seen. It consists of tv;o clock mech-
anisms with a dJ-fferential gear between them. One of the
clocks is driven at a constant speed v/hile that of the other
is controlled by the circuit to be measured. The difference
in speed therefore cailser; the recording de/ice to register
the energy consumed.

The principal meters in use at the pre
ent time are those of the motor type which v/ill be de-
scri'Ded later on
.

Chapter II
.
Theory and Principla::
.
Art . 5 . The induction type meters are realty induction
motors an^ hence are i^overned by t^e aame laT:^ .
If two coils of wire are mounted on a single core as
shown in figure 1, the relating flux through the core
would "be the resultant of the sepa-
rate fluxes . The coils as
shov/n being at right angles to each
other, the fluxes set up will form a rr
sultant flux. This resultant will
equal the diagonal of a parallelogram
whose sides are equal to the values of the separate fluxes.
Nov/ if the v/indings be separated at "a" and an independ-
ent alternating current be applied to each, the currents dif-r
fering in phase by a quarter of a cycle, the resultant field
will roate . Magnetic fluxes have phase relations; hence,
if the currents differed in phase by 90 degrees the fields
which they set up v/ould also differ b-;'- this amount. If the
currents were sinusoidal and differed in phase by 90 degrees,
the fluxes "ould do thii also as shov/n in the -following fig-
ure
.
(ii'ig
. 2 ) .
"'"The Rotary Magnetic fields. Amer . Elec
.
vol.13, pg.l32.
March ' 01
.
rI
By referenco to figLiras 1, 2 an^" 7^ it niil be seen that
the riux set up by one coil aJ.one v/ould be constant in c'.i-
rection,^ varying in strength and alternating m polarity.
But the resultant flux v/ill be
constant in strength and alter-
nating m polarity. Its direc-
tion however in constantl""' (^^^r^z-
ing and in feet it moves in a
circle of the applied electro-
motive force is sinusoidal.
FiQ 2..
Fig 3. )3r
Cowdi ti om
Art. 6. The^to be fu.liilled in order that an induction
v/attraeter may operate accurately on lof-ds having different
power factors may be stated as follows;- the shunt flux thread-
ing the armature must be exactly in '^uadrative v/ith the series
flux threading the armature, v/hen the current in the series
Dynamometers and the Measurement of Power, i'lath.er . Pg.?568.

6coil in in phase with the line electro-motive force.
Prouauly the rsason all meters do not register correct-
ly on low power factors is, that this condition has not been
met. I'u 13, licwevdr, on»3 wliicli is hard to fulfill as tlie
shunt loss can never be made 'i^ero . The angle of log of the
shunt flux oh^Yi oe ':^,etermined from the true watts and volt
ampers of that circuit . The cosine of this angle is the
ratio of the true loss in the shunt circuit
.

Chapter III
.
Classification of V/attraetors
.
Art. 7. The indioatinc vjattmeter is used for show-
ing the instantareous value of the pov/er in a ciroiAit . The
integrating instrument is used to sum up the energy used in
a given time. The recording v/attmeter is used to shov/
v/hat energy is being consumed at any particular instant . How
ever the terms "integrating" and "recording;" are sometimes
used interchangably , but the latter term is gradually being
dropped when reference is made to any meter for suiuriing up
energy. As examples of these types of meters the follow-
ing may oe mentioned.
indicating; The f/eston.
^llectrolytic ; The ^^dison.
Cloclc; The Aron
.
Conimutator; The Ihcmscn Recording.
Induction.; The autmann
.
Recording; The Bristol.

r(a) ElectTOrtynamciiieter l'yp<2
.
Indicating
^
V/attmeters
.
(v) Rlectronts tic Type
fa) Electrolytic Type.
Integrating «<
V/attmeters
.
fb) Clock Type.
(a) Goriiiiiutato
(c) Motor Type
^
>
Reccrdingv -«
Wattmeters
Electro
-
dynamometer
.
Type
.
To) Induction

Chapter IV,
Design and Oonstruction
.
Art . 8 . Wattmeters of the latest design are direct
reading v/ithout a constant. This is desirable and easily
accomplished bv putting in the proper train of gears.
Art. 9. The toraue developeci by a meter :?ho"u.ld be made
high by the proper proportioning of the shunt and series
fields. This is an important point because the changes in
friction value rrrust react most detrimentally on the accuracy.
The armature if heavy ?/ill require a greater torque to start
and this in turn reduces the light load accuracy.
Art . 10 . The circuits of the instrument must be so (de-
signed that the energy consumed by the meter itself is lov/,
particularly the shunt on account of its being constantly in
circuit. The resistance of the series coil if high, besides
increasing the series loss, v/iil cause a drop in voltage at
the terminals of the lamps at times of overload. This of
course lcv;ars the candle power at a time v/hen it should be
as high as rated.
Art. 11. The use of iron in the series circuit of an in-
tegrating meter must be avoided on cocount of the drop in volt-
age and other troubles*. \<'hen it causes.
The iron used in the shunt circuit should be laminated
and of a good quality. The flux density in the shunt circuit
should be Xept low in order to prevent the ageing of the iron

from chanp^ing tha constant
.
rhe damping magneta when used .vill raquiro the inost ra-
fined worliraanship on the best qu.alitir of ateel, if they are
to remain permanent
.
Art. 13. In the induction type of meters the construct-
ion of the armature is a process v/hjch requires care. If of
the cylindrical type it imist be carefu.lly turned dov/n and in
any case balanced. I'his balai-xiiib i.iay be done v;itli any 1-u.nd
of paint v/hich is usurnlly heavy enough.
Art. 13. The v/right of a meter should be reduced ar.d
made light enough to be installed by one ms.n, as it will re-
ceive more care in installation than one v/hich is heavy and
clumsy. However iron cases have one advantage in that they
protect th<? meter from strav magnetic fields v/hich tend to 3lov»-
it dov/n. Iron cases can usually be made to seal better than
sheet metal ones and thus K.eep out the dust
.
Art. 14. Registering devices at present are of tv/o
styles ; the ordinary clock dial and the cyclometer dial , The
second form is not Trtu.ch used. The advantage claimed for it is
that the customer can read his ov^n meter easier
.
This is
offset by increased friction and cost of construction. Either
liind renuires as much attention in manufacture as the worKs
of a good clocK:
.

Chapter V.
Description of Meters Investigated.
Art. 15. The Gutraann iuatar is an induction motor meter
built on difl'erent principles from those of the usual type.
The point of difference ir^ that this meter has the series
coils placed directly over the pole tips of the shunt coil in
parallel planes, instead of in planes foriTiing an angle with
each other as in other induction wattmeters
.
The shunt field induces currents in the armature which
have a given direction caused by the cylinder being slotted a
is a squirrel cage armature . A field is thus set up which
reacts with that caused by the series coils and a torque is
produced. The shunt field is proportional to the applied
voltage anri hence is constant . The series field is variable
and exactly proportional to the current passing.
Compensation for friction on light loads i65 obtained by
adjusting the position of a core within the armature. The
shunt field is thus distorted in the air gap, giving a slight
torque 3ither way to the armature. Ai'ter calibration this
core is locKed in position. The meter is compensated for
errors due tc phase displacement but the method of accomplish
ing it is not yet open tc the public.
The following formula is used in testing this meter
.
WxS ^ 5600
TR

/2
where
,
W »: the load in true watts.
S *= the Lime in seconclc-! '"T nne revolution.
TxR = train ratio
.
The armature of this meter is cylindrical and hollow and
hci3 a nUiiiosr of spiral slots in it .xiking an angle of about
bO degrees v/ith the hori7;ontal . The lower portion of the
armature revolver; b©tv/een the poles of the shunt field . The
magnetic circuit in continued inside of the cylinder by means
of an afjustable core. The series field is placed above the
sliunt field. The series field is mounted on porcelain
spools rhJ.c}i are so placed that the flux at no point in its
path passes through iron. The damping .aagnet is placed di-
rectly in front of the armature. The jev;el post is long
enough to raise the ;iev;el above the center of gravity of the
armature. The integrating mechanism is so constructed that
the constant of the instrument is unity.
Art . 16 . The Stanley induction v/attraeter differs from
the Gutmann meter principally in the manner of producing
rotation. This rotary field is produced, as previously de-
scribed by the two fields acting on a conductor at an angle
of about 90 degrees with each other. The curient in the .
pressure circuit is caused to lag behind the oloctro-.notive
force by putting in series with it a small choXe coil.
The compensation for low power factors is accomplished

/J
in the old type of laatar, by laeans or a ratio coil, x'^igure '
4 nhows the inside connactionr? of thir? raeter
.
F;g.4.
X,x and Y,Y - Mains. Part of the circuit to be metereci .
M, M - Series coils of meter.
B,B,B,B - ohunt coils of meter.
P,P - A laminated iron core with nearly closed magnetic
circuit -Uijon v;hich is uound a ratio coil with a tap at S.
The part of the coil Rs has a low resistance and the part
HT has several hundred ohms resistance.
K - The meter shunt terminal
.
One portion of thisShunt circuit would cause the flux
to lag more than 90 degrees and the other portion causes it
to 3ag a little less than 9D dagrees. A proper ad,iustment of
this ratio coil brings the flux ,-iust 90 degrees behind the
electro vfiotive - force, which is the condition for an
integrating meter to ic-egister correctly on leading and lagging

power factOTB
.
The forimila used in checxcirg this meter in
W = RxKxlJO
T '
Y/here
J\ i(3 the nu.iaber of the revolutions of the disc .
K is the meter constant or tirn^ of one revolution,
for each 10 3 v^atts in circuit
.
T is the time of the above revoJutions in seconds.
W is the true watts in circuit.
The shunt coils are four in number and are placed in
pairs opposite each other. The series coils are placed
opposite each other in the center of each pair of shunt
ceils.
The peculiar part of this [neter is that it has no
pev/els but is supported magnetically. The shafts support-
ing the armature is made of soft steel and is hollov^ . It is
supported laterally ^oy a steel vjire v;hich is placed vertical'
ly under tension. The poles of tv/o powerful permanent mag-
nets embrace the shaft and their field lifts it and the
da.sc free from any mechanical support
.
The poles of the ,j>eririanent magnets are divided. One
part being used- to supi^crt the armature and the other as

damping magnets. Tha distance of the pcle tipn frota the
armature or disc ±3 adiustable . Thi3 means is used to c-T^n-
trol the speech or the meter.*-
Art. 17. The Thomson sinf.le phase induction meter ,lil-:e
the Stanlev i'? of the roatatins field tvpe . In this instru-
ment roatation is set up by the combined action of two fields
placed electrically about 90 degrees apart.
The compensation for lov; power factors is accomplislied
by adjusting the air gap in the choKe coil
.
The formula used in checking all Thomson meters is,
5600 X K g S
/
W
v/here
,
K s= the meter constant
.
Y/ - the v/atts in use.
S = the seconds per revolution ci the armature.
This meter has but one pair of series coils which are
placed belov/ the armature. The pressure coil is ^ust over the
center of the series coils.
ii'riction is compensated for by an ad ^u.s table starting
device. It consists of a copper shading strip placed be-
tvfeen the poles of a starting magnet which is in series v/ith
the shunt circuit. This affects only the light load of the
+ Stanley x'lotf'tion Wattmeter. Elec
.
World. Vol .-"^•'^ ,pg
.
June 17 , '99 .

meter .
Art . 16 . The Thomson polyphase induction meter in very
liKe the single phase instrument of the same name . Rotation
is prociuced in the same manner but there are two sets of
series and shunts coils placed cn opposite sides o?. the arma-
ture. Each set of coils is connected into one leg of the
polyphase system and the ccmbined tornue acts or the arm-
ature. As each of the coils is separate and all that is
requirec'' in h ningle phase meter, it is reasona'Dle to sup-
pose that the instrutaent v;ill record correctly v/hen one lag
is fully loaded and the other unloaded.
Art . 19 . The Thomson recording instrument v/as used as
a direct current meter only. Under this condition it
acted ss a compound motor. One field being in series and the
other in shunt v/ith the armature as shcv-'n in figure 5
.
L ^
T 6 P
n S - Series coils
.
- starting coil in series with 3.rmature
.
A — Armature
.
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R Non inductive resistanca in ariiiature cirouit.
T Ad;iunta'ble 3h"unt to series coil.
The field set irp by the otartinp: coil is proportional
to the impressed voltage, while that set \r{> by the series
or current coils is proportional to the current flov/ing
.
The resulting torque is due to ths action of both.
There seems to be no means cf compensating for errors
due to phase displacement
.
Jreaping is prevented by the adjustment of the coil in
series v;ith the armature, placed within one of Lhe current
coils
.
This being a commutator meter it has a wire wound armatuj""
which is placed betv/een the series coils. A high non in-
ductive resistance i^ placed in series v/ith the armature.
The latest type cf this meter has an adiustable shunt
to the series coils to carry a portion of the main current
.

Chapter VI
.
Inspection.
Art. 20. The location of a wattmeter 13 an inpcrtsnt
point . Vibration and the extremes of temperature are the
two things to guard against in seeiiing for the point of
installation. Roo.ns in which tliere is uiuch dust generated,
as in certain ld.nd3 of mills, should also be avoided. In the
average installation some point on the ground floor is best
.
The vibration here is less and tho temperature more constant .
Art. 21. Tests have shown that the load accuracy curve
of a meter is displticed parallel to itself by any constant
vibration as that prcductjd by me.chinery .+ This ca.uses the
constant of the instrument to vary. Besides this error in
the constant another one is brought on by the so called pound'
ing of the shaft on the iewel which causes an increase of the
friction anci hence an increase of light load error
.
In case a meter must be installed v/here there is vibra-
tion the working condition of tlie meters can be improved by
placing sponge rubier v/ashers under the supporting screws
.
+ The effect of Vibra4,ions on the Thomson Meter. E. 0.
Keenan. Sci
. Abs . vol. 1, pg. 159.

Art. 22, Meters should be tested ut the installation
at least once a year, li" it is of the unsealed type it
should be opened and cleanad . Meters of the sealed
t^Tpe should be removed and sent to the factory v/hen tests
show it in erroT
.
When extremes of temperature can not be avoided, the
constant of the instrument should be determined after the
meter has been in place a few days
.
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Chapter VII
.
Performance and I'esting.
Art. 23. An integrating wattmeter registers the
load under several variable conditions, go that any com-
plete test of it must be made with all cf the variables
constant except the one under consideration . Some of these
conditions v/hich cause faulty worKing and for v/hich tests
should also be made are; voltage, character of the load,
phase displacement, frequency and wave form. Only two of
thepe ccr/^itions have been investigate'^ in thin thesis ;name-
ly, phase displacement for alternating current meters, and
voltage for direct current meters, i'he direct current meters
were tested at one half, full and 50 per cent overload for
errors due to variation in voltage. The alternating
current meters both single phase and polyphase v/ere tested
for errors due to phase displacement whether owing to
lagging or leading currents. The polyphase meter has addi-
tional conditions imposed upon it due to the manner in which
it branches may be loaded. This meter has also an advantage
in the fact that the effect of a leading current m one
leg may be v/holly or partly neutralised by a lagging current
in the other. The polyphase meter was tested under one
condition; namely, one leg loaded non-inductively and the
other leg varied from lead to lag.
In testing fotr the effect of phase displacement other

2i
conc'ition*^ ?rere Kept an conntant an pog?5i"ble r^iiring the tine
of observation . The pressure circuit contained two
rheostats , "one step by step" for large changes o.nd a"slide
wire" for small changes of resistance. The voltage
was therefore kept constant . The frequency of the supply
circuit could not be altered. All observations taken dur-
ing perceptible frequency changes were rejected. The
current was kept constant by a carbon rheostat. The
rotor of the phase regu.lator was blocked during each read-
ing to prevent change of phase displacement . In addition
to these precautions ranch of ohe work was done at night,
when the generators operated under a fairly steady non in-
ductive load.
Art. 24. The method of testing used is known as the
artificial load method. It v/as here used both for the
alternating and direct current meters . The only difference
in its application consisted in replacing the transformers
for alternating work with tv/o sets of storage batting for
direct current v/ork. The arrangement of the apparatus
is shovm in Plate V page \'L<o v/here T, T2 are transforrrnsrs
,
M a phase regulator, R and r are rheostats, L is the
load, an integrating wattmeter, Yv^. is a V/eston Watt-
meter, A an ammeter, and V a voltmeter. In this method
of testing a current of lov; voltage is supplied to the
current coils
.
A current of the proper working voltage
for the meters is applied to the shunt circuits from a
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separate sourse . The meters are thus tested under mcr.t
stii table conditions; namely, when the voltage apuDJed to
the shunt circuit is constant and is not afrected by the
current in the series circuit . The meter consuines only
a small portion oi' the energy it re£;isters . The enerp;y
actually passing through the meter is, however, the sum
of the amounts consumed in each circuit.
The device used for producing phase displacement is
shown in figure 6. A two -phase motor rith an v.n'NOVv.d.
rotor was obtained. On this rotor a v/inding was placed so
that it approximately
covered one pole of the
rotating field, A two
phase current was then ap-
plied to the stater or
primary v/inding. The
secondary or the winding
on the rotor v/as then
acted on by a rotating field
and the device became a
phasing transformer . As
the field was rotating,
neither the current nor the
electro-motive force in the 'secondary was varied in amount by
turning this about on its axis. The pressure circuit of
the wattmeters under test was connected to either phase A

or B of the primary winding. The current circuit was
tal:en directly from the secondary winding at a pressure
of about ten voltn . Now as the position of the second-
ary could be varied, the lines of force set up by the
rotating field would cut the secondary v/indings either
earlier or later according to the position of the coil.
For example, if the coil were at A and the field were
rotating in the direction of the arrow, the field would
cut the coil sooner than i;' it were at B. flence , the
current in the secondary or current coil cf the meters,
Could 06 made to lead or lag beliind the current in the
pressure circuit by any angle desired.
There are txn'ee methods v/hich way may be used to
determine whether the current is lagging or leading,
(a) Suppose the field in figure 6 were revolving as
shown by the arror . If the coil were revolved from B
.
toward A it v/ould be moving from a position of lagging
current toward a position of leading current . At some
point, then, the power factor nru.st pass through unity.
Hence all readings obtained with the coil to the left
cf this point would be lagging and all to the right
leading. The direction in which the field is rotating
must next be determined by putting the regular rotor
in position and starting up as a motor . The rotor
revolves in the same direction as the field, (b) It may
also be determined by putting a small compass at the
top or bottom of the field and noting which way the

compass rotates. The field and compass needle may then be
considered fi.s two gear wheels meshed into each other and
then the c^irection of the field secomes l:nown as soon as
the direction of rotation of the compass; is seen. The
direction of field rotation having "ueen deterrnined the phase
of the current becomes knovm from reasoning given in
method (a). This second method however is not altogether
satisfactory because the compass needle, v;hich is operating
as a single phase synchronous motor, can be made to run in
either direction when held in certain portions of the
revolving field. (c) In the third method the rotor is set
in any position to give a leading or lagging power factor
v/hich i? then calculated in the usual manner. Next the
primary of a transformer is switched into the series circuit
and the power factor again determined. If this shov/s the
current to be nearer in phase than before then the rotor is
on the leading side of unity. In case the phase difference
has been increased it shcwe that the rotor is on the lagging
side of unity
.
Recently a device for producing leading or lagging has
been described by E. Orlich."^ This is somev/hat like the de-
vise used in these experiments. It consists of a three
phase motor v/ith a rotor having a special single phase wind-
ing. This secondary winding supplies current to the press-
ure coils of the wattmeters instead of to the current ceils .
+Methoden 7.vr Prefiing von Wachselstrom'7:ahlornJ'„by ^''.Orlich
Elec
.
Lech. Zist . lieft 5 ,pg .94 .Jan .31 'oi.

2The current coils are supplied fi-om the primary sicle of
the motor. Method (o), previously described is used to de-
termine whether the current is leaciinp; or lafjpiinp;, I can
see nc advantage in this device over the one used in these
experiments. In fact I thinK it has some disadvantages;
namely; the current for the pressure coilfs iiiust he raised
from a low voltage to a higher one thus requiring an extra
transformer and secondly, the current for the series coils
must either be transformed to a lower voltage, or higher re-
sistances, consuming more energy, must be used. Plate VI
page 12.1 shows the arrangement of apparatus. G is a three
phase generator; M is a phase regulator; T is a current
transformer;
'I'a. is a pressure uransfonaer ; '.V, r and R are
resistances; V is a voltmeter; A is an anmeter; Z,and
are v/attraeters .
The voltage was Icept constant by tv/o rheostats in series
between tiie meters and the supply. One rhestat '^vas for del-
icate adjustments and consisted of a long v/ire wound upon an
insulated cylinder. A slider was arranged no that it could
touch the v/ire . One end of the wire and the slider were then
connected in series -with the pressure circuit. '(See Figure 7)
By this means the length and
Yd
hewer the resistance of the
k,-^ wire could be changed
.
The time of a given number of revolutions was found with
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a stop watch manufactTrrec? ny the Timinc anfi Pepeating Watch
company, Geneva. This stop watch differed from the ordin-
ary stop watch in that it inciicated time to the neo-rest l/lO
of a second
.
The current was measured by means cf a ouesn dynamometer
and a Hoyt auuaeter. I'he Hoyt aimaater was only used m the
first experiments os the dynamometer v/as found to be more
sensitive and accurate.
Weston volt and wattmeters v/ere used.
The frequency of the supply was found with a Garpenter+
freauency meter (see figure 8). This instrument consists
of a weighted steel wire suspended in front of an electro-
magnet . The electro-inagnet is supplied with current from the
circuit being i.ietered. Since the wire will be attracted by
flow in either direction, the frequency
of the v/ire's vibration will be enual
twice that of the current . The in-
30
60
b-r-i
strument v/as calibrated by the formula
r•^'na.q^^.et
^ for the law of a vibrating string.
N - 9.824 \ W
1 \i oo
v/here
,
IJ - the frequency of vibration
.
+ Measurement of the frequency of an alternating current
.
H. V. Carpenter. Elec . Worlds, Aug, 5, '99,
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1 = length of wire in incites .
W = the tension in ounces
.
w s= the weip;ht of wire per inch in ounces.
Art. /?5 . xhe first thing to do in determining the accuracy
of an instrument is tc l-jiow that the standards v/ith v/hich
it is to "be compared Eire accurate, or if they have an error
it must be known. i^'or this reason the laboratory standard
voltmeter and ammeter were carefull3'' compared v/ith the Uni-
versity standard cell by means of s Kartmann y Braun po-
tentiometer. All the portable instruments used in the tests
were then carefulZy calibrated by comparison with these
standards. All the instruments used were frequently checxied.
I'lie dyiiamometer on account of the change in the constant was
checked about every two weeks. The stop vjctch was twice
carefully compared with the sidereal clock at the observatory.
Both times it showed an error of less than 0,03 of one per
cent ,»,of electro motive-force, resistance and time. All tests
v/ere thus referred back to the university standards.^
Art. 26. The condition that an indicating wattmeter
should fulfill in order to read correctly on circuits of
low power factor is that the current in the shunt coil should
be in phase with the current in ths series coil.
The Weston wattmeters used in this work having some
self induction in their shunt circuits did not comply with the
above condition and hence their indications on circuits of
low power factor is incorrect
.
They tend to read too high on
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lagging rrir" too low on leading currents . This error was not
taken account or in these experiments.
A correction f;-ctor for the elimination of this has been
derived + which if applied to the results in this article
would have liiade thera more accurate
.
1'' --- R + p^RN''
R S2- + P'^'L N S
T/here , •
R and L are the resistance and inductance of the load,
s and N are the resistance and inductance of the volt
coil
.
p is the angular velocity.
There are some errors v/hich probaoly happened v;hich were
beyond the control of the observers; for instance, the start-
ing or stfi)pping of one of the induction motors, operating
from the same sourse of supply, both changed the v/ave form
and the voltage
.
The voltage was of course brought back to
its proper valve but the wave form could not be change'-''
.
It sometimes happened that a new generator v/as sv/itched in
and it is probable that the new machine had a slightly dif-
ferent v/ave from the first one
.
Again as the generators \T3re
+ A correction factor for wattmeters. M. Aliamet . Science
Abstracts vol. 1, pg. MS.
Alternating current transformers. Pleming Vol. 1, pg. 168.
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driven by differont types of engines the speed v;as different
and hence the frequenc-y changed. Just what ofect these chan-
which v/ere tested entirely at night had the best conditions
of operation
.
The stop watch could be read to the nearest l/lO of a
second but some error v/as introducer! on account of parallax
,
The probable error of the result in talcing the mean of a
series of observations is shown by a principle of least
squares+ to be eoual to
'
n is the number of observations,
and sis the sum of the sauares of the residuals
.
Table n page ^1 and plate vii page 1 2.6 show the ap-
plication of this fcrmu.la to a phase displacement curve . On
account of the great number of experiments made and. the
length of the process, the method has been applied to but one
curve
.
Art. 27. The ideal meter besides being accurate must be
one which consumes very little energy itself. A high priced
meter which has low shunt and series losses is cheaper in
ges had on the result is not imown
.
The Stanley meters
where
+ Merriman's Least Squares
.
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the long run than a lower priced meter whioh consuraes more
energy. The loss in the shunt circuit especially should
be small for if the meters are installed, as advised by the
manufacturers, betv/e^n the transformer and the main switch,
the pressure circuit is constantly consuming energy as shown
in figure 9
.
Supply Load
F,<3.9.
Just here arises the question of where the pressure coil
should.be connected. If it is connected on the customer's
side of the series ceil, the customer pays for the shunt coil
losses. If, however, the pressure coil is connected on the
station side of the series coil no record is made in the meter
of the energy consumed in the shunt circuit ard hence the
station pays for it. Plate VII pg . /a<5 shows the rela-
tion of these losses to the percent full load of the meter.
The point v/here the two curves crocs is the point at v/hich fne
t?/c losses are equal
,
The customer, of course, pays the series for loss, and
as the shunt coil is usually connected on the station side
the station pays for it. In a good design these are equal
at full load. (See figure 13.)

J/
4-
o
I
All the meters herein reported had small shunt looses
in oorapariscn v/ith their series losses except in one ma::e
gives the shunt series and total losses for the different
meters tested. The losses for the series circuit are cal
culated from the cold resistance measurements as there v/as
losses are only approximate for the scale of the wattmeter
used for this v/orl: read on3.y to the nearest v/att . On ac-
count of the small a.mount of energy consumed in this in-
stance, a wattmeter readable to the nearest one half v/att
would have been preferable
.
The drop over the serie;? ceils should be small as this
tends to lov/er the I^R loss as well as to produce poor volt-
age regulation cn the lamps. Table JS?^ shcv;s the I R drop
of the wattmeters studied.
Art. 28. Almost all meters now cn the mar?.et are made
for voltages of 100 to 110 and of course allow for slight
variations from the values
.
The Thomson direct current
meters were found to have no appreciable error due to voltage
when the losses were about equal
.
Table III page
no low reading voltmeter in the laboratory. The shunt
r»5 44
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variatior betv/een the limits of 94 and 118 volts. ( 3ee
Plates IX - XIIT pss . \^0- 13^. ) Beyond these llLiitr?
it id doubtfXil if the meter would register correctly.
Some meters,both alternating and direct current, v/hich were
tested by Lr . Oollins+showed that for variations of 10^^
from the rated voltage no preceptible error was caused
.
Beyond those 3imits the meters tended to speed up for in-
crease Of voltage
.
Art . 29 . The effect of lagging and leading currents
on the accuracy of meters is one v/hich has not been tx^.cr-
oughly investigated heretofore . The effect of leading cur-
rents has been determined by some German investigators ,but
little has been done about it in this country. Conseouent-
ly this v/as the main point investigated in this thesis . It v;as
found that leading and lagpjing currents did not affect all
met'^rs in the same manner. In fact each meter has v/hat
might be called a phase characteristic or the curve showing
the relation between the constant of the meter and phase dis-
placement
.
This evidently depends on the compensation. Each
meter v;iii be discussed in turn.
The three Stanley meters v;ere tested as sent from the
factory v/ith no seals broken and they showed a practically
uniform constant with an error of less than 1.7 per cent for
all readings taken from lagging to leading phase displacements
+ Alternating recording Meters. E. i' . Jollins .( Thesis '98
U of 1.)

witMn the follov/inp; ranges respectively;
No . 6830 P.i'' Of .50
NO. t>8^2 P.r'.Cf .60
NO . 6850 P .i^ Of .50
in general thi:^ meter ran slow for low leading poy;ar
factors and for low lagging power factors it ran fast. (See
Plates XIV to XIX pages )^S- )^o. )
The G-utraann meter did not have a test quite as sira-
ilar as the others bec8.u.ne at the time of its test no method
v/as used for keeping the voltage constant . This prcoa'oly ac-
counts for the recurring irregularity of the curves of this
instrument
.
Through the average values of these plotted
points a curve could be readily dravni, as sho?/n in plates XX
to XXII pages \'^^ . On lagging currents from a power
factor of about .4 to unity this instrument has no appreci-
able error. Unity power factor in, however, a critical
point and as soon as the phase displacement passes this point
to a leading factor, the meter iramediately speeds up propor-
tionally to the leading phase displacement.
The Thomson meter has a characteristic curve v/hich is
shown in plates XXIII - XXV, pages (44-' /4b . This meter is
correct for the one point at which it had evidently been
calibrated; namely, full non inductive load and at its rated
voltage. This meter, however, runs fast with leading and
slov; with lagging currents and its speed increases propor-
tionally to the leading phase displacement
.

The Thomnon polyphase meter under the one t6':!t it was
su'D.iecteci to nhoweri up much better than the Thomson single
phase meter. The error as Ghcv/n in plate X5Qs page
slight
.
The characteristic curve oi' the Westinghouse meter is
different from the ethers in that it slov/s up on circuits
of lov/ leading or lagging pov/er factors. The constant, is
practically uniform for all readings taken from lagging to
leading phase displacement iiith the following ranges:- (See
plates XVII to XVIII, pages 11-5 - 14^^ ).
No . if-i Error P
61 ^ I q .2.1
2..^ -^O
Art. ."^0. Only one of the meters tested could be
stopped by varying the power factor of the circuit less than
180 degrees . This was the Thomson recording meter which
stopped Y/hen the displacement v/as exactly 90 degrees . When
it v^as greater than this the meter ran backwards. In regard.
to the Thomson recording meter Prof. W. E. Aryton says "The
meter will rotat-3 forwards, stand still, or rotate backtvards
according as the power factor of the circuit is equal to,
is less than or is greater than^
L P
r
^ Measuring Dielectric Hysteresis, \7. E. Aryton. how,
^llec
.
Review, vol. 48, pg. 311.

where,
L is the coefficient of self induction
P i:^ the angular velocity
r is the resistance in ohms of the pressure circuit.
Mr. Alb'^rt Oa'Tipbeli; in =<'3rle'^ '^f erT>erinents on this
same meter, determj.necl that the pov/er factor of the "stcpoing
load"+ is within 124 of the power factor of the shunt cir-
cuit of the meter.
Art . 31 . The effect of the temperature on the accur-
acy of meters is a question whixh has been considerably in-
vestigated . A temperature coefficient has been determined
by a number of persons. Messrs G.V/.L. Ricks and V/. L.
Hooper ' have both obtained such a coefficient but they do not
agree very v/ell . Riclc's result was 3.)D32 v/hile Hooper '3
value v/as 0.0048. I'here are three way:^ m v/hich the temper-
ature affects a meter: (1) I'he damping magnets are v/eaV:ened
by an increase of the temperature. This lowers the drag,
and decreases the value of the meter constant. (2) The in-
crease of th-i temperature of the copper disc raises its re-
sistance and cuts down the eddy currents, resulting in a
higher speed and hence similarly decreasei^ the constant. f3)
+ Stepping Loads of IHnergy meters . Albert Gampbell
.
i,on
.
Flee. Reviev/. vol. ^r8,pg. .'560
.
^ Variation of the constant v;ith the t amperatuxe . r-, .w .D
.
Ric:-cs
. Elec . V^orld . vol . 30
,
pg . 246 .
' Teraperature Joefficient of Thomson Meters ,V/.L. Hooper
Elec. ^.'.^orld,vol
. 30,pg. 384.

These effects are partly neutra3.i":6cl oy the hip;her armature
re3i3tanG3 dv.a t*^ fi^ <^hani.^e of temperature. This means a
snallsr armature current and hence lov/ers the tcrnue and da-
creases the spe^ci previously spolcen of.
Art. 7->P . The v;ave form, no doubt, has some effect on the
accuracy of a .iieter, out no experiments were made to deter-
mine ,1ust v/hat effect it did have. rfov/ever t-he v/ave forms
used are shown in the plates XXI:^ , page^ liSO
The v;ave form taken froia the phase transformer or phase
regulator is peculiar and may have shown the metes up in a
worse light than they should have had
.
The wave form affects the results in two v;ays ; (1) by dis-
torting the field. The distorted field does not set up the
field 7/hich the meter was designed to have and consenuently the
meter oon??tant is different. (2) The power factor of a circuit
is equal to the ratio of the true to uiie apparent ivatts . How-
ever this ratio is only equal to the cosine of the angle of
lag, v;hen the v/ave forms considered are sinusoidal.
Art. 3,-5. Plates XXXI to XXXIII, pages/ 52.- 153 show
prints of the field set up by a Stanley meter v/ith a leading,
lagging and unity pov/er factor. Wo apparant difference can
be se3n in the plates
.
Art . 34 . As the alternating current meters studied were
not of the same capacity it is difficult to compare them fair-
ly. However, they were all tested under the same conditions
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of load, rranu'^ncv, etc.:3t.i., which te3t3 seera tc iu3tify the
following clasGificaticn , in order cf merit, for accuracy
on leading and lagging currentp, at a load of 530 v/att3,
(1) 'iVestinghoiise , 20 ampere induction ^aeter
Stanley, 25 araper ^induction meter
(3) Gutmann, 10 ampere induction ueter
.
( Thom=?or
,
15 ampere in''''"i''.cti or neter .
'i'he Thomson recording meter shov/ed up v/ell under the
one tr-jst to which it was subnected. Only one inaKe of direct
meter was tested so no comparison can be dravm
.
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Chapter VIII
.
Applications of Integrating Wattmeters.
Art. 35. Comiiiercial electric lighting has done much to
help the sale of meters. It would qo absolutely imposs-
ible to malce even a rough guess of the amount of energy con-
sumed by some customers, hence meters must be installed. In
lighting vicrl: they are used more on the incandescent cir-
cuits than the arc, but meters to measure the energy con-
sumed or arc circuits, are being put on the market.
Art. 36. All modern power stations use meters (direct
current
,
single or polyphase as the case may require ) for
recording the total output of their stations . The energy
used in each set of feeders is also measured by v/attraeters
.
In this way overloading of the central station or feeders is
prevented. Factories furnished with electric motors which
consume variable amounts of energy have found that this is
the best means of measuring it.
Art. 37, Storage battery meters+ are used to shov/ the
available energy of the battery . These meters are so
calibrated that the reading shows not the energy put into it
but the product of the energy put in and the efficiency of
the battery. On an electric launch or automobile this is
+ The Storage Battery Meter. Prof. . S. Aldrich . Elec
.
Reviev^
. fK.i^) vol. 32, pg. 251.

3^
this i'!. an indication of the distance which may bo traveled
before rechanging the battery.
Art. .'58. The Gtreet railway meter is one made to in-
stall on tly3 cars of a system to record the exact amount of
energy .'j.3.3d each trip. A checlc is thus .furnished on the
carelessness of the motor man and the condition of the car
motors. Used in connection with the station meter, these
meters fMrnish a method of accounting for the coal consumption,
and the efficiency of the station is also easily calculated.
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St»i»ley Meter M« . 6830
Teble V.
\/ol+s »,Watt'5 •J-OLS +
1
(ID 44-4
Soo ( 10 1 11. f) 44-4
soo Ml. 44-4
114.0 9.80
MO 1 tZ.O 44.4
A-
^05 1 1 [. 1070 44.^ 44.
Q
S60 1 \0 ie>
i 1 Id 8.U' 44.4
560 no 18 444
no 7R fl./.i- 4 44
ft
Mi. 8. li- La 444 44-<^ .2JL
no 44 fe. IH 44-<^
110 44 4A'6'
6'6Q no 4f 444
1 10 446
SOO no 44 44-4
Or>v reel
1 M .150 44<S- 45. a 61
no 44 ft
SO a 1 10 A-S.n
50 / lO
.'i.OO 44.6
500 1 iO S-00 44-^
1 10 ^9 5.00 44 -fc
SQQ 1 10 44.A
^6^ 1 \ \ ^.00 .^1© 4-4 4sS.7^ 61

Table V, Con*; In'iftd .
power
44e?
Cj f\*v-v - A 1 r\
5\.oyv;_
4 YC -
V
SqO 110 ^(^ 500
SCO ( 10 g-q 44 ft
^"oo i 10 2,q 5.00 45.0
110 5.00 45.0
50 \\n 5.00 44.q
C 0* s .
SOS 1 1
1
2. 5.00 SSCi Lead 44
-q
'a e
4.'r.4
500 / 1 40 45,2.
no 40 45. ^}
soo i\0 40 4S.0
500 1 1 45.0
500 wo 46 5,65 45.0
C OY
1 1 \ r7fl5 46.0 45.5
I in 16 ft 0,5 45-.=^
5"0O 1 I D 16 8.0^
50 no lb 5.05 ASA
1(0 16 5.05 45.^
SbO I \ IG 8.05 45.4-
C o-> As/C Y a a
1 1
1
6.05
.5r-,i L-ead 45.4 4.V8 CM

S^.anley "leter 'To. 68:30
Table VT.
\loUs> ; Fac\o>f + i nv-ic.
- fve-
500 lie? \;^\ 4sS".4
son 1 1 l^l 45.^
500 110
50O 110 1^1 IQA^ As') .5
500 MO 45.5
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\\\ \ \£<:{ 4S4 45.ff^
1 10 45.2L
li n 8.0(3 45.3
5 60 HO 45.\
no 76 <3o5 Asa
Soo I 10 45.
a
•rec-ted
505 111 41 50:5 .512. Lead 45.2. 45.6 I.."54
566 41
S06 1 1 4( 45.0
S6Q 1 1 4( 45,
A
S6 no 4.'S.0
S6 1 ID 41 45-0
c 01 Ave £.?>
Sc^S 110 41 6^*74 4S.C>
•ra
45.5 61
50C\ UD 45-
1 I 5-. I S' 45.0
SOb
( 1 a t30 45.6
.
^00 30 45.6
SOo I \ 30 450
Cor ea
505- 1 1 \ 5,15 ^5.5 i-lO

Table VT, Con*:lnued.
•
Watts Factor
Ti \-ne S C VI- 0/0
3 low
-f
I/O -5./^'
HQ SJ5
no 7iO S. IS
Sad no 50 SjS 448
no 36 S,lS
Co^ A^^
'1
1
5.15- 567 4.Ti >^7
J
SCO no 4a
1 1 a 42. <^.06
1 1 n 42> G.oo 44 8
1 la 4^ 6.00 44 4
1 / A 42 i.Oo 44-^
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J

Tnble VTT.
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500 1 1 4-ftO 45.0
SOO HQ 4-P>0 45^d
6Q0 II 45'0
son //Q 4.80 45".^
60 6 / //) 4-^0 40". (3
d'O lb no ^^6 4 -So 45.(7
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SOO 1 It) 4 'BO
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SOO 'I/O ^^?iO 44.8
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1 (0 44'6
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Oor ed 4i/e raqe
SOS' III 4e_ 6.6^ 44'T 4fi,-2. 44
J
no 44-4
1 / 16 44-^5"
//o IG 4^-4
16 d.as 4-4.
4
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J
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A
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/.

Stanley lleter "lo. 6832
Table XI T.
\VQttS -meter Watts ?has>e
>
Cori- o'o
Slow
Fve-
lid l&
1
44-2.
b
1 10 IS 8.to 44.2.
I 10 ie> 44^
soa no le 44.a
SCO t/u Id ?,.to 44-2
A\/ey
SOS III
~I8 Lao 44.2.^ 44.7 •67
J
116 43 44. tf;
660 no 44-6
IID 4:^ LIO 44.^
116 43 ^.10 447
1 10 447
free s.
III L CX-Q 44-64
-J
-J
I/O 44 ^?
S6Q 116 ,?a s.y,G 44
S6n / in 3£ 44-^
III} 3a 44^
1 lb 32. 5,30 44
' a, q
5-oir III SOS 44-9
J
45. :t •67
II a ^l 448
So 6 no 44-5
6'60 no 45-
1
2.7 4vr.
SC>(\ II e7 45-^
Ave
1 1 It) 2-7 4.9fl 541 44.c^b 4s')->3 /•// 6/.5
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/;
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1 ivnc a
^6^c)
O VI- /
(
no ^l
vT60 lib ti 4-9o 45.0
^^'O lio 2-1 4-90 4b" .0
/|0 2.1 4'^A 54
O o > *
5-05- /
' / 934 Lead 45..<r //(
no 4£ 46*. o
no 42- 6. CO 4s^'0
no ^2, 6.00 45 •(
yoo 1 1() 4&M
So 6 no 4a
^ re c
.7 (^4 Lead 45. /
110 7^ As. 3
SO 6 lib AS.t
S60 no 7^ 4^.2.
SO 6 no 7^; 4.5.4-
S06 //A 76 8. OS
/4i/e
/// 7/^ 4^6%3 4d1
Soo /eo 10.00 46-
6
Sao / / D / 2 (\ / Q-OO 4.5-.6
S6d 12 () 1 00 44^<^
no 1^ A 1 b.o a 45". A
660 t '0 IZO 10-60 4o:4
C
-feci
So b" 1 } 1 / D-OO 11 (^0 .459
r CL-^
46. n

P-tanloy Meter 'lo. ..eno
Tablf^ XTTT.
Walk n/o1+s
np^ar
Wotf.c, Factor
T i vTi e 3 C' o ~
S-t-fl ri
-t-
/
/ (1 1
/ / D
V
h-
I
//
—a
t
I/O /(]-lb
SCO no
+, 01
>>- 3
-0 /D-OX
S6Q 1 IQ I
Ave
60S 1 1
1
444- ^48a 45.3 ^7
o 0^3 // 9.72. 44-4
S66 / / [) R.IZ 4^-T
SOQ lit) R.1L 44-4
Ills W 44'<s
S6 6 110 4-4-6
no 44-6 ^
—
Go 5 .
1 1
1
/^7o 1^ 4455" 6 & 1.6"
600 no 4^-6
6'60 no 44-d
So6 no -7-46 44-8
S-oo no 44 •?
Oc
1 1
46*3
no 4S.d
56 no
1 1 44-9
C fed
•771 44 97 45.4

Volts meter VYcttta
Ti )ry\C i
11
+ V Via
COYl- /„ Pre
110 S.IO 40'
(
110 d^-IO Ab'^O
5-00 1 I S.IO
no 45.0
no S.ic> Ab.o
d' ret s -
1 1 1 S.m L CL q 46.0 46-.5 /'//
J
S'oo no 4s.o
1 lb 4.65
SCO I/O 4 6S
SCO no 4.6S
soo no ^&S
ted
SOS 111 4-&S S\Z, Lao 45.r
J
no 4.&S
So lib A'GS 4^,q
no A-^S
SOO ncs Af^. n
I/O A.GS
Son "0 4^".
S6(^ no 41Q
Co A i/e' & .
RQS 1 n Sit- 4'^?8 61.^"
SC>(S II 5£o 4S'0
SOo no SZo 4S'0
no S.ZO AS.o
S6b ni-) S-'LO 4S.0
>r re i Ave Y CLQi J a
SOS 1
)
) .06a 4s. 4S.S i-n
'^0 no 45.0
6' no 45-0

6.3^
"Power Revolu
t i ons
-
o on-
S/ pw
1
II
So u I I
Cor re c t e •
III L-ecid /.// hi. 6"
110 TSP 46".2L
6" lid -7.60 45
I/O 45. a.
Soo
r re, o fed
III sen Lead 46-. 2. „
J
4sf.7 /// 61.5'
6-0 II 4,-). if
5'6Q 110
lib 46".4
1 I f ^
HQ 4-6''
3
Ave r'cx ci •
II 1 /-eci d 46-4 ^l.f

Stanley "Tpter Ho. '3850
Tabl« XTV.
\A/ati<^ \/qH5 pe res eftWaftA
Tih-ie S
1
//O
V.
d'OCi no
4-
n
110
~i
44-6
so 1 1 b 44 6
SQO l/C^ ^. 44.6
SOO 1 1 9. S3
Co- S .
1 1 ? 44.4 6 45-. 1
*
SOO 1 10 44.6
SOO no 1.S0 44-
e
I U) 1.42.
6" 1 10 7.38 44 -S
SOO no 44-^
ot>rrcc /4^e L S .
So 6' III 8t^ .Q 13 44.68 61
S06 no s.&s
SOD 1 1 S-GS ^6'0
Son 1 10
SOO no S'^s- 45''0
SOO S. G S 46'-c:)
.4/(^ 'S .
SOS /// s • c^s- 0/0 43''Q 45.6' /•//
/ / J
SQO / / ^'PjO 4s-,
SOC f 16 4 6', 6
SOO I 1 4.&0
or v^€
SOS 1 1 i 4.fto ^"2.6 ^SO 45.6 45".
5
/•// 6/

Tablo "^TV, con*-. irt\irf(i.
V 1 1-5
en J-
C ovs- 1, ^ 1 U
5 low
600 ( I 4.66 46'.
SOQ 1 I 6 4-?6
Soo
1 (
1 /O
/ /
C) Y reoff a ^e.
s or / / 1 .0146' 45-. 45-^' 6)
500 110 ^^A
son 1 / 6
.
"1.43
/ (5 4 s'
4
S6a t /f) 4S.4-
1 1
r r e
1 16 l~T ft
/ iO 45'
tfo / /o 45.
1
/ \()
h'Oo
So 6 I f A 5-3^
e d Ave
/M 5.3 .85-/ Lead /.//
/ / D 45*6
I lb 45.
d^ao //A 4t)'.-r
110 15.7
S0(\ IIP ^.(^^ 15. A
Soo IK) 9. 6^ 45. e
1
{ / / /oat 2.45

Stanley loter :io . oe^;0
Table XV.
rr yy ] -
Watts
Fi k'n-e if Fvfc-
1
-LO- QQO
Mo 111 44-6
lib I n
500 1(0 m 44<6
/ / A in 44'(^
Co V 4v/^v &
.
/// 111 4.>r.^5 o
no 44-8
61 d.to 44 -ft
500 no 81 d-ao 44-
R
61 44-(^
no 81
5/0 ,r in 8/ .vfr5'o 44.1ft 46. Z. •44 G/.5
lib 4/ 44-8
Sqo no ^/ 44<?
1 1 4\ ^.8a
1 1 4l 'S,So
I 1 41
Coy r,d
in 4/ d'.So 637 .77D 44-94 45.^
615
Soo flO ee 45.0
Soo 1 ID 45n 46*.o
b'c no 2.6 4-80 4S.0
Soo I I as 4S^d
n6 4Sa
Oo- heel
^0 5- 1 ) 1 2.8> 460 • 92.0 45.0 /./(

Tab.lo XV, Oontl'iu^r}.
res Ch-i tworrs
- "Po we. < Ti>rie6 Co 11 -
''A Vo
560 //3
SOo 110
no
600 II')
I IQ a^
Coy rag e.
45.5"III 2.a I- I I
ho 4A-0
^"0 6
^QG no
SOQ no
1 10 6.06' 45. (
y r-d c
III 665' .7 60 45.04 46-5" 6/.5"
no yi <» ^45.£
IfQ 7C 7.7.6- 45. a
S'oa 1 10
no 45. £
1 1
D
or e. c(
506' J n 76 45.2. Lt.ad 4v5,7 IS6 61.6'
/// 45,4
TOO II u /// 4 -6*,4
na ///
1 U\ / ; /
Co Av/e
1 I \ / / / 9.6S ,47^ 4532. Lead
rage,
46". B /•7c^ 6/.5

Stan.loy M.^tor 'To. 6C''0
Table XV T.
y\ etev p« res
~OvvC>r /.
Fc.st
"lo Fve-
500 lib no
6~Qa
t/o
no 44
'A
.To A 1 /a 44-B
A\/er
5" no Q,60 47-7 44.ft 67
no 74 45, n
lib 74 44".^
74 y.86- 4^.0
ho -74 1.86' 46,0
1 1 Q 74 46.0
O 6- AveY
I IBS 74 1-6 6" 6-/ -7
'o- g e
/.//
.5*60 44-,^
1 Id 4a S.Qo 46:,^
nf) 4^ 4^*,d3
1 16 4e S.Qa 46*.rt
On fed
110-6 4a •77ft 4S.0 /•//
1 1 4^'0
SCO / 10 •So 46,0
1 10 no A.Q^- 46'6
Soc> 1 1 a -30 4^'.0
1 1 30 4-9S
SOS- IJU.6 ^44 11' £.7 46*.0 45^.5 /./ 1 62.

7/
Vhase, KCVCI lut lom
Ocj n- //
//o ay 4 .KU
C
1 10 4-3-6 AS'Q
6~6o HO A-SG
I in
5-d6 lie,
s .
60 6- /•60 46,0 4 b'. h" A//
110 3/ S-QO 46-0
1 1 7^/ 46-6
S6Q no 3^ 4S'0
SdO HQ 5f 4S-0
IT00 III) 3/ 46.0
ed S
6~6 5~ iia^H .9/3 4b'
^
'a
^
e.
/•// Gl-S'
4t AS.O
Sno lid AS'O
56n I'D 4S.0
Soc I/O S.9o 4^)V
1 1 D
o 3 y-r e ra c?e -S
110-5' L-ead
-J
no 8.20 4<5-.?>
//^
uo 8.ao 46:.'>.
SOQ lib 8^
110^ 8.20 S6I Le,ad 4<S'.3 4<?ft 6 1.6'
1 1 P./ 10.06'
1 10 6/ 1 b'OS' 46*4
1 lb 46^4-
5-00 I/O 44*3

T/ n'-e 6
Ffl/>r
10. 06" 4
r
Lead 4S".9

Tablo XVTT.
watts FcLC-^a
1
T\ Yrie5 Wan
9>COoi-i i
of
,
"/o i
/ / /.t 2.4.
V
6" 00 / rai
^4.1
Cor ed.
OO^ I ll'O 3.7
9-4
f
S-bc) 1 n.i.
^47
ye c>-f
//0-9 L. a.Q
6'bo 7- 24-6
2.4.
S6 ^4-7
1-S3 X4'7
c fed 3
ni.o .604 ^4-7 /2,4,6 4.0
3-06 2-4.2.
Soo
SOO 2.4 '6
^"0 1 09.2. 2-4-3
C
^
^Tr" &< :s
tio.a 4 8<) 2.4'2.
b~OC> II 0.6 a-4.7
Sou ^4-6
C
-ted 4\/evi

Tahln XVTT, ?0'; t ii! MorJ
.
,4 - Po\Aie-r Kevoiu.M fln ."i qucfic/
504r
I
^
—
]
lod^o
zzn
>(ji.d
b> ,
/on 23.7 ./
lias 241
SOo (1^0 lAZ
nz.o 24-1
A v'^ .vex, c e.5
.
sos^ ^7 1 Lead
1 /2..0 n.oo
/ 12.0
a
1/2.6
tun •7

Tabl« XVTTl
.
Worts Volts.
/'I e ri +
It/wo T Tv m£ lij
R.e,v/oiu
1
/
Slow
Pre-
'lb
Serb 1 lb -7.1 & -2,44
SO a lib
\J <J u \ bi-b p /.AO.OO
/ bt.S Pj,0() 2.4.5
SOCy 1 OPj.o
B.oo a4'6
/ 0&6 24.6-
1 ols
re 4i/ei e .
10^ft 24.4.5' 2
Sao
2.4-5
ted ? •
/ O&A 776-7 ^44
—
^
s-n
S'OO
500 ibq.o
^0
SOh ^4
SOC) 6.0-7 2-44
Sao G-61 2-^4
rec^-v
is-Qr 775-6.

Table XVTTT, ConM-piod.
4 Kr'-
-'Phase R€.VO lu
Wa-M--
Past Si ow
Fre-
Soo / 1:5,6
,
1
SCrv
S'ou 6". to
S.
s.n 4.*d
Soc, //2..G 4.45-
24-7
112.0 445"
500 1 ll'O' 4-4r a4'(i;
llZ.o
Ot rrec
-fed 4\/ei
ni.e 4 45- 1-0 2L4.-7 /2,4 6 4-0
1 1 O.ti 5»05"
1 lO't S'OS
Son II he
iii.p
Oc S
nO'6 S. OS Lead
no
So 6
Soo
Soa
vrec 4\/ev
SO^ .4^
lOq
a. 67
iQCf

Watis vo lis Those
' 1 niC '0 Wotf °h 1- rfe-
SOQ (
10?) 23.8
r rec -fed /i\/e \
1 dQ- 8.69 •/7
SCO 1 o^.s /^. S6*
sod 1 09. d'
Soo 1 0^.6
1 oq.6
10^.6 10.&6
s
.
1 b'Gtr ,460
V
Oiit"iann "Teter 'To. 2689
Table XTX.
1
.
"Phase
T ( >rne 1 c
Re \/olu
t 1 ci«
Wati Fre-\
1 10-7 1 0- 2,4 -a.
L
1 0.
S'db 1 \ l.C) 9.8
Sq a no.i
/ 1 1.5 9' 74 a4-4
"rr-cc 0- o^e-
1 1 1,0 .487 2-4.3
Sao 1 1
1
ISq
SCO III
-l'9o
Soo in
C te- d es
SO 6' n I 2.4 -^fe 12-4^
So a s. ^S
a. 00 a4.4-
So a IUl.?s G. M t>4.2.
Soo G.\\ a4 .4-
S6(j G.OS
CoTTQ- c-he. a
lot L Coo z.s
•J
Sm) loh s.zz
a^.a
1 a4.2-
s^^.^ a4-4
SO a S-Zo a4-3
Sou 6"
-2.0 a4-4
d
So 5' S'2JZ 6'^8 2.4-45

Warts Vol
-is
Time K
_
vvaft- 0/0
ti V H
;
I
^44
(14.^ 24.^
^^•4
6'cnj II 1.6' 24'-^
Co rre c tec/ ^ .
6"6 6"
J
J '-TO 1 10.
S
/lO.S v5^75
So a
/ 1 1 24'/
v r-e c te :( 4y/e rag
«
IS .
nun 6".74 Lead /an
'S'OO iii.S
1-7B a4o
^^0 lU-S
G < d /4\/e S
m.s- e>to 24-a
m.o
S'(ro
C
Lead
.4
9-'^7 23.-2.
/684 9-37 //7I a.6' ^.

Oiitnann Meter . ^^389
Table XX.
n rl'i -
Factor
Time /C Wa+t Pre-
So 6 a34
5-do /^9.S ^3.4
Sod /4)96 ib.^i
lib.
a
id-bd
Son nu.i I6-S3
C "rr-e, c-- s •
loq.q .434- 2:^.42 7^
no 9. Q6
Soo no
Soo no 9.30
6"
-ir VP. d
no 7
no.rs em
SOO Ub.a S.77
Sdc lib.o
S60 no-i. 8.70
S60 /o?,.o
oo fed
^65" &H %^ Lead .5
soo
Sirb 14-0
Sou
Cc
•7>37
''^^^

> Wa-rt-
^ Fast
"to
<5/ovV
/ oq.jr G>A\ ZAZ
7
b^Lm 6.41
6.4 I
6" 24'|
Scry
Co 4v/e IS
^4( Lead /?74 /' 1
500 lO^.Q 5.36
SOU
nil.
a
i io,^ ^4-2.
S0()
1 11)A L-ecd
2.4-6
SOQ
S60 1 LQ.O
.TOO 4-60
C, f <!=L
tio-z Unity
^'5 ^
o'l 2.4 5
Soo a4-4
.so a I6Q.0
J'00 2-4^
sou /0&.& Sd1
S-31
Cowee ted
Lead

NA/o-Hs
/I ppar
vVu H'-
T\Yr>c U > Watt Wo
500 7./.T
1
10Q.6 7.17
SOQ 1090 7.17 ZAA
6'no 'Od?^
IQ^6
S06
606 fo&.i 7.2n
C/ r V ex( f ra q «:
7. /a Laq
—
1
^7
-J
50
•500 lQP,Q 8.35- 2.4 ^fe
Sdo
2.4 ^>
^aa
c f e d
660
J
2.4-4-
ISO n / 2. 2.^-4-
^ re .rl
nee £4-4 '231 a.
6
J

(Jutiann iToter He 2eP.2
?a>vle XXI
.
pc re*
rr p PC* T ^1 YTlC 1 C
" /6
"Phase
•F-r t-
5 00 [(3.b-
1
b'd u l/3>.& 10-10
^aa
b'oa 1 0.1 a
€00 ^3.4
//3.2. JCj.fln
Co f
113.? 2.
-3.
7
b'Oo II 7). 6 2 3.6
So a Q. ^-
-
6'JO IIZ(h
b'Oa NZ2. 9.6-s
Sao //.?>.L
> - rec ff.ri ,S
//?).^ lOdO .4^-7
-J
rr
///.^
^.^
1 1 IS &.ZO 23.5"
600 KO.Z
I
( (O'C 23.9
UO.o ^-36
Soo 6.34
C y v-e,t
'us a. 2)2. .55"o /2c L-e.od
SCO 10 9-0 7-3^3
1 1 ^ .Z T3Z,

'ablo XXT, COntlM>i'vl.
Wart.; Pa c-»6
Ti rric'ci Watt
SC-Cftf Phase
11 I. (\
r
2.3. <i.
<(o.8 23.^
6 Oo z a>.a
Co r v-e. t r ao < J. S
5^5" //0.3
23-9
G.oo Z'h.Q
toq.fi. 2i.8
do.t ^4/
Oc CP, •
SoS 109.Q
Sao //2..0 14
6'on
Sao 1 no S.QS-
SOo 5. OS
son 1 10.6 s.os i4S
600
2A-0
SO 6 ibfi.q 5-1 A 244
no 5 4". 01 24-1^ /22o
•J
/-7
/ iO-Q 4-7 2
Son 4-73
Soo 2-4-D
SOq 4-74)-
Sao 4-7P) 24-4
Y- re- . d
SoS~ 4-74 24. 1^
Soo 2AZ

/I
"ppo\
, FacVc
Wcx " |o
Cjmf V'lC^
a.4 .4
.
6"J a / 01.^1
+^ d Ave. ^
BITS' /6& 8 4''?| 4r34
J
i4 3
b^an -2-4 -4
So Q 24-6
I/2.S ^4-4
111. I.
Oo 4 SB-
2-4 -4-0 /23i
c
Scrt\ 2-4-
flZ.
1
^ ;2.4 <5-
nid y/j. 4 2-4 .4
^4.4
/^44 24-4-

frii '•.mann "oter I'o . 2^82
Table XX TT.
WaHs
^
-4 »-K-
F<ac+cr
V o
<?-e\/ol
rt /
.
(J
Fr-e-
f 12,0 10.^
T
/ IZ^- (04
I /Z.2-
/ //A
Co vv-e c 3
to 46- /232_
Sbb lU.l ^'f ^4 4
Sbb
Sdb I ll.Of
6'6 b ^4.4
IS-
5"or }\l-h -5"63 ^•3
6-. ft
sou HI A 5'^ M-3
2A.1.
1 I 1.2 G.6
/ L i-o ^4-3
(0.02. l2Xf
t / 2/\.z
/ / l.C^
foa 1 I 04=. Z4B
1109 24-/
C/ or r
I tun /i/a

Tnble XXTT, ConUnuod.
Ov< >-«>
Worf.s
—T(
PrA c to, Phase
T( m c b"
Fast
Frt-
T ( '
Soo
i/i.e> ^Hl 24-2
493 2^,\
r<xa& s-
So if I IX (o, .9/2- > /2.ao
Mb
1
b'O .11 /.7 6 4^
/ 1 i.t 6.42.
c r- V" e.<d
6"Ob" r1o^ Lead
J
/lis
2^-7
6^0 in-'i
(
1 nA 9. 00 loot .d-b4 Lead o
luA-k 22,6,
H0.&
h'O 1 h .44 13 ^
n 0.1
a -rrt ofe :i A ve
lib 1 /a Acif lead

ss
EFVVCT OF PHAS^^ inSP^AC^''^^'^?
T^'orr son "r^.ter No.
Tablf? XXin.
"
f~J L/CA Y
Cnf
T*iVrie. 5
+-( Ov-i'i
0/
o
/
(16
14-0 (0.88
no (40 lo.db "33.0
no
i
in I4n 4(8 Lead 33. <f4^ (^^
/OiT 33.5-
6'6 6 no ddS
6'6d
^^(\ in\ 94 i
/fs/e s
.
11$ /OS L-ead 3?, .4
lib 58
( IQ 5g>
S-Oo I I 33.6
Sdo 110 3V 33.6
(to ^"6 33.4
ay r-e-
^OS i 1 i -116-
6'^ l( 3( s.n
liU 6'. 11
I 10 35.6
Soo Ho £.n 33.8
n 3/
d s
5'6 6' /M 3 / 6' 11 S6^ •69/0 v33 &4 S- 1

•v pe-rc: wan*
F KC-
5ot) no 5'- 3
I
ito S.o?>
t'oo ho S.63
Soo no 30 <S-OS 3^-8
troo 1(0 ?>n 6", 6^
3 •
SOS Hi 3o LOlC\ ^^4
J
60 o
500 no -7.1(
6'o lid
-7-U
6'06 lid 6d ^'K
t'OO 11^
/fN^ev cx e s .
t'otr /II <^() 7.// 7P,fi
Sod K QO
na 90
ti 6 9o (9.7/; 36-. p,
"fo .-
no 8.70 3 6-. 7
On
III 966- 6f
1 10 12.~( I l-l-f
."TOO (id
'^t 56. (
I I / M7
6~0 tio 111 / 1. 11 36.2.
110 it. -LI
c
III .4 64 .•^J4 /.4

EFPKCT OF .-'IIASK DTSP^AlC" ''^
Thco son "otP!r 'To. [ieeP.'''^
Table XXTV.
Watts ?hasc.
L V » / w C .
lib ///.
-J-
sua no / // 36.Z
I'D I il
So a I Lb /!(
HQ ni 36.0
Coy
in 1 n //•// /23i 1-4-
no
so no
lid
no 92.
son no
O
-fed
no 878 A
lib
no 36:4
soo lid
I lb
Sdo I iO &»(\
C n d /l\/e
III Go •8
1 i 3?> 341
I to 33
6'6 (to 33
I/O 34 5"
d
So 6' 33 S2t 5S7 869 34-6 62.5 5.6 <S.2_

Tabl^ XX TV, OoMtlMued.
Watt- vnet
/4n-i-
Watt:
^m.
a>fepo
Wo
/ [ u MA
1
^'^^
1
'
h'o no
^0 I 1 u
5^0 up 2.4
-ft
^Ob 34 •'2-
reef t
isOb' I CL.CI
Soo no ^4 B 2>^H
1(0 24-8
no 34-3
€00 (10 2.4 6 34-3
6(i() 1(0 ^^•^ M-^
Or; i A^^ r.s .
((( M\ -420—
S'oo 110 do 33.8
^QO (I 36
SOb (I 3u
SOU no do
3-00 do
c< d >ra^ a-
III L^ad
no
So a (10 62.
6'o (J lib
h-^^ (J no
^Oa lU)
o s-
(Sao 33.5^
l((J 92-
6"~J no ?2- 3^

D YYLa"
•>-M€/^£.^r
/tit, - Po K/Jcr
Factc>r
Wo
q2.
/ T 1
11 354
Soo <<o
o we i /4\/e raqe S •
SO 6
J
&b /J It / I I
.To 11 I i I
1 1 I 1
1
110 lie
So () I I I {
I
—Cu
11 / 1 l{ / /. /
1

Thon son '^.(^.tnr Ho. 7)66277)
Tabl*-? XXV.
Wan?,
'to
Fast
r- V c -
I/O l2(o
1
S'cru I/O
no
S'(so I I 124
1 lu 3:^ 3
I lU
no
tToo I2L4 33.0
3^7
So Q 1 id (2:4 3?)^
o ^ - >rcc i
(ii (24 /0.2 a 16'
5bo 1(0 Q /
S(j o
1(0
lit)
6^0O uo ^/
I in -MI—
do 9/ 32.5
no
no 9/ 32 f)
i/i) ^/
O o > j-^ -
HI ^/
ro^g <
no 33.4
3oo IJ 6 33.4
fa a no 33.4
// ^ 33.4

Si
no
Fa.c+o -
1^
Fyc -
(
^
HQ 59
>^0o {(0 59 3i.4
11 S9
334
lib
ivrec
lit 3?).3.^ <^ (
—M—
—
1
—
lid 34-3
lid 34-3
Sdo 1 i/) -30-
Soo lU 3o
ILO ^0
S60 U6 do 33 ^;
UO 3o 63.fe
57)6 //^ So 338
no do 3?)^7
1(6 33,?
Oc A\/CY
s^r III
no 2.4 34-^
II .34-2
1 ID a4 34'f
1 Id .'^4-^j
Son /JO 2.4 34-0
11 u ?A 34-0
Sdo no 24 34-6
(Too III) e4
1
/ / 6
-M- 34.4
(lb
.344
c-fe< i
11 i ^4 4-^ ^7/ 3f-/ 6Z(^ 4'(

rablo XXV, Con t In 'J'Kj.
Tower
Facte*
o/o Fre-
no
HO 24 3^-4
no Z4 34->f
no e4
S^o no ^4
6iro Ho 24 31c;
n6 Z4
^00 no 34-3
SOO 1/0 24
( /o 24 34. <^
rr€ i
SOS- ni Sli
•—J
lib
fid (J //
lib
So no
Sbo no 6a
///) 6^
__LLix_
na
no 6b
Soo no
^ f-ec i ^^/^^ S
U ( .6
J
Kb
50 o na ?>() 34-^
^da 1/
a
34.7
(TOO (iO 34-7
^6 lid 3A.G
nc^ ?>a
S'O a no So 34 '9
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